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INTRODUCTION 
 
The training course “Youth Workers on the Field: Tools for Sport-Based Learning” wants to              

provide a set of best practices and usable practical instruments to work with young people               
through methods based on sport, collected and developed during two years of research and              
work on international and local activities on sport values and education. 

Sport represents a wonderful base to put together youngsters regardless of their social, cultural              
or economical background, and a way to develop discussions and work on young people’s              
knowledge, skills and attitudes bringing the achievements made on the pitch and in the gym               
back to everyday life, supporting them to grow as individuals and citizens. 

As UN’s Declaration of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development says: "Sport is also an               
important enabler of sustainable development. We recognize the growing contribution of sport            
to the realization of development and peace in its promotion of tolerance and respect and the                
contributions it makes to the empowerment of women and of young people, individuals and              
communities as well as to health, education and social inclusion objectives”. 

With this project, based on the experience we developed on the field of sport and education in                 
the last years, meetings with different organizations and collection of best practices, we aim to               
share ways to support the growing of youngsters through activities based on sport. 

 
Objectives set: 

● To provide practical tools, manuals and best practices connected with youth work            
through sporting methods and sport-based learning 

● To empower youth workers to support youngsters in the development of valuable skills,             
knowledge and attitudes through sport activities 

● To provide ideas and inputs for the development of new instruments connected with             
sport, education and personal and professional development 

● To expand the spectrum of people to be involved in sport educational activities,             
exploring the importance of efficient training for parents, teachers, coaches and youth            
workers 

● To give an overview of the existing policies and programmes on sport and education at               
local, national, European and international level 

● To develop a network of youth leaders working with sport-based learning methods to             
create new concerted strategies, projects and platforms for discussion 

 
The course will involve 20 participants from 10 different European countries, youth workers,             

youth leaders and coaches able to share their experience and tools developed within their              
contexts, adapt concepts and ideas for the youth they work with and develop new workshops               
and projects to be used in their communities. It will be held in Cagliari, Italy, and will last for 6                    
working days, from 5 to 11 November 2018. 

The approach used will be the one of non-formal education, experiencial learning, game-based             
learning through different debates, brainstorming, roleplays, group discussions, presentations,         
round tables and sport activities.  



PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS 
1) TDM 2000 INTERNATIONAL  

● From: Italy  
● Website: www.tdm2000international.org  
● Bio: TDM 2000 International is a non-governmental, non-partisan, non-profit,         

independent organization committed to foster cooperation across Europe through the          
establishment of a vivid network of organizations. Founded in 2008 by a group of people               
with extensive international experience in youth work, it has through the year            
significantly grown, embracing now 27 organizations from 21 different countries in EU            
and its neighbouring countries 

 
2) TERRA DI MEZZO (TDM) 2000 MALTA 

● From: Malta 
● Website: www.tdm2000malta.com 
● Bio:Terra di Mezzo (TDM) 2000 Malta is a non-profit, non- governmental voluntary            

organisation. Its main aim is to provide the tools and opportunities for its youth members               
to be active in society on a local and international level. This is done through the various                 
voluntary activities organised by our organisation on a regular basis.  

 
3) ASOCIACE DICE - DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES FOR A COMMON EUROPE,         

Z.S. 
● From: Czech Republic 
● Bio: Asociace DICE - Development Initiatives for a Common Europe, z. s. is a non profit,                

non governmental association founded in the region of Zlín in the south east Moravia.              
The motivation comes from providing opportunities and raising the European awareness           
in the place slightly excluded due to geographical obstacles. 

 
4) THE DISABILITY KARATE FEDERATION 

● From: United Kingdom 
● Website: www.ikkaido.eu 
● Bio: Ikkaido (also known as the Disability Karate Federation or DKF) is an innovative              

Disability Sports Organisation and registered charity based in the multicultural City of            
Oxford located in the middle of England. Ikkaido is the largest disability martial arts              
organisation in the world coaching around 1500 disabled people each week and our             
board contains both disabled and non-disabled people. 

 
5) STRESSBALL 

● From: United Kingdom 
● Bio: We are a new team established in 2016. Stressball is going to a non-profit               

organization with the main purpose in organizing projects and activities aimed at            
personal and professional development of young people and youth workers,          
encouraging volunteering and cultural diversity with the help of non-formal and formal            
education methods. 

 

http://www.tdm2000international.org/
http://www.tdm2000malta.com/
http://www.ikkaido.eu/


6) JOETZ vzw 
● From: Belgium 
● Website: www.joetz.be 
● Bio: JOETZ is a young, open and dynamic non-governmental youth organization for kids             

and youngsters from 3 to 30 years old. We develop projects and activities around health               
promotion, international youth work and social inclusion. We also organize a wide variety             
of holidays for kids and youngsters and training for youth workers. 

 
7) RHEINFLANKE GGMBH 

● From: Germany 
● Website: www.rheinflanke.com 
● Bio: RheinFlanke is a training provider and accredited organisation for youth social work             

uniting under its roof various projects of mobile youth support, employability training and             
crime prevention programs. Main target group are vulnerable youngsters and          
adolescents, who are socially disadvantaged and/or have a low educational level. 

 
8) SPORT AGAINST RACISM (IRELAND) LIMITED 

● From: Ireland 
● Website: www.sari.ie 
● Bio: Sport Against Racism Ireland, founded in 1997, is an organisation that aims to open               

doors for young people to get involved in projects and programmes based on using sport               
for social change for good in Ireland and around the world. SARI uses sport as a                
medium to promote social inclusion, cultural integration, global development and          
peacebuilding in Ireland and abroad in a Human Rights framework.  

 
9) NEANIKOI ORIZONTES M.K.O. 

● From: Greece 
● Bio: 'Youth Horizons' is a non-governmental /non-profit organization in Megara, Greece.           

Megara is a seaside, historical and agricultural town of 35,000 inhabitants, half an hour              
away from the centre of Athens. 'Youth Horizons' was founded in 2014 in order to               
support and materialize the ideas and initiatives of youth community. 

 
10)GEOCLUBE - ASSOCIACAO JUVENIL DE CIENCIA NATUREZA E AVENTURA  

● From: Portugal 
● Bio: Geoclube is a Youth Association founded in 2000 by a group of teachers and               

students from the highschool of Gondomar. The main objective of the association is to              
foster the active participation and the involvement of young people in the decision             
making process of their education and their future.  

http://www.joetz.be/
http://www.rheinflanke.com/
http://www.sari.ie/


SPORT AND EDUCATION 

SPORT DEFINITIONS 
● An activity involving physical exertion and skills in which an individual or team competes              

against another or others for entertainment. (Oxford Dictionary) 
● An individual or group activity pursued for exercise or pleasure, often involving the             

testing of physical capabilities and taking the form of a competitive game such as              
football, tennis, etc. (Collins Dictionary) 

● A game, competition, or activity needing physical effort and skill that is played or done               
according to rules, for enjoyment and/or as a job. All types of physical activity that               
people do to keep healthy or for enjoyment. (Cambridge Dictionary) 

● Sport shall be defined as an institutional activity involving physical exertion with the             
purpose of competition versus other teams or individuals within a collegiate competition            
structure. Sport includes regularly scheduled team and/or individual, head-to-head         
competition, within the competitive season(s); and standardized rules with rating/scoring          
systems ratified by official regulatory agencies and governing bodies. (National          
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 

 

FIVE REASONS WHY SPORT AND EDUCATION ARE A WINNING 
COMBINATION 

STUDYING CAN BRING PERSPECTIVE TO     
YOUR TRAINING 

Being able to focus your efforts on       
something away from your training such      
as studying will help provide perspective      
and enable you to better cope with       
sporting setbacks, according to    
Professor Ian Henry, Director of the      
Centre for Olympic Studies and     
Research at Loughborough University in     
Great Britain. 

PURSUING SPORT AND EDUCATION CAN     
HELP DEVELOP IMPORTANT SKILLS 

Studies have found that combining athlete      
and student careers can help refine and       
develop transferable skills that are vital      
in both the academic and sporting      
arenas, such as planning and goal      
setting, teamwork, interpersonal skills,    



commitment, leadership and the ability to prioritise. 
 

STUDYING CAN ACTUALLY IMPROVE YOUR     
SPORTING PERFORMANCE 
Rather than being a stressful experience, pursuing your        
education alongside an athletic career can actually help        
enhance your sporting performance “Not only does it        
help with perspective, but the two careers actually        
support each other, providing intellectual stimulation from       
study, release from stress, and improved performance in        
their sport” 

STUDYING CAN GIVE YOU A BETTER LIFE BALANCE 
According to Kelsey Wakefield, an Australian water polo goalkeeper who completed a            

Biomedical Science degree at Griffith University while training for the Olympic Games            
Rio 2016 pursuing her studies alongside her athletic career helped give her a healthier              
life balance. “I actually found it beneficial to be studying and training because I could               
use training as my down time, especially during exams to switch off mentally, and I               
really enjoyed training during those periods,” she says ..“The same was the case for              
studying it was a way to switch off from water polo and to keep my mind busy 

YOU’LL BE READY FOR LIFE AFTER SPORT 
According to three time Olympic rowing gold medallist James Tomkins, who is also a              

member of the IOC Athletes’ Commission, studying enables you to develop and            
enhance your professional skills, meaning that you will be in a better position to launch               
a new career when your athletic career ends 

  



WORKSHOPS 
 

DEAL (WITH) THE SPORT CARDS  
 
Themes: Values, sport, differences in opinion, adaptability  
 
Group size: 9 - 28 (there should be an equal number of people in each group/table) 
 
Time: 60 - 90 mins  
 
Overview:  
The game is a card game, where each cards represents a value. Each table has a different                 

hierarchy of the values/cards and rules of playing. The players don’t know this, so they need to                 
be flexible and adapt to change.  

 
Objectives:  

● To introduce the notion of different values in sport (and life) 
● To demonstrate unspoken rules  
● To train adaptability  

 
Materials:  

● 3 to 5 tables, depending on the number of groups  
● Ideally a facilitator per table (depending on the complexity of the rules)  
● One main facilitator/motivator of the game 
● clock /timer 
● Cards with different values written on them; at least 2 card of each value per person 

○ Fair play  
○ Discipline  
○ Dedication  
○ Health  
○ Success 

● Descriptions of the rules of the game for each table  
 
Descriptions of the rules of the game for each table, content:  

● The hierarchy of the values  
● Terminology  

○ Match - when each player draws their       
card 

○ Game - when there are no unused cards        
left - the winner of the game is        
announced  



○ Set - a number of games after which the person with the highest amount of               
games won is the overall winner  

● It can be a specific number of games or games played in a specific time limit 
● No speaking during the games  
● No looking at other people’s cards 
● The winner of each table will move clockwise to the next table 

 
Content specific for each table: 

● Table 1:  
○ The goal of the game is to have as many cards as possible 
○ the highest card in wins the match 
○ the winner of the match takes all the cards  

● Table 2  
○ The goal of the game is to have as many cards as possible 
○ The lowest card wins the match 
○ The winner of the match takes all the cards  

● Table 3  
○ The goal of the game is to have as little cards as possible 
○ The lowest card loses the match 
○ The loser of the match takes all of the cards  

● Table 4 
○ The goal of the game is to have as little cards as possible 
○ The highest card loses the match 
○ The loser of the match takes all of the cards 

  
 
Inspiration:  
we got inspired by: http://www.acadiau.ca/~dreid/games/Game_descriptions/Barnga1.htm  
 
Preparation:  
Set up the tables with all the materials needed for each table:  

● set of cards 
● Rules  
● Appropriate number of chairs  

Make sure all the facilitators understand the rules of the game and their part in it  
 
INSTRUCTIONS:  
When participants arrive, start with a story - that they are all            
the best athletes in their sports, and the government needs to           
choose the best individuals to send to the Universe Olympics.          
They cannot choose only on their sport capabilities, but also          
playing cards, because that is the most valued custom on          
Mars (or something like that).  
Tell the participants to sit down to a table (equal number of            
participants at each table). 



Explain that they will be playing a 4 sets of this card game, with the winner of each set moving                    
to a different table each time. Each set lasts 10 minutes. 

They have 5 minutes to read and understand the rules - can discuss with their facilitator, but not                  
people at other tables. 

Then, the first sets begin - 10 minutes.  
Announce 2 minutes till the end of the set. 
The winners move to the next table.  
Repeater 4 or more times, as needed. 
Ending - announce that the results will be determined later by the Olympic committee and they                

will receive them by mail.  
 
Debriefing:  
Make a circle and ask debriefing questions - in addition to the normal (what happened, how was                 

is, what then, what now) for example:  
● When did you realize that the rules were different? (only after someone says it) 
● Was is hard for you to adapt to the new value hierarchy?  
● Was it hard to adapt to the new rules?  
● Did the other players help you to understand?  
● What did you think about the players that came new to the game and weren’t playing by                 

the rules?  
● Did you break the rules?  
● How can you use this experience in you daily lives?  

 
TIPS FOR FACILITATORS: 
Get ready for confusion and anger Have a good story          

and entrance for the enrolling of the participants. 
Make sure your facilitators understand the game, the        

rules and their role. 
There should be always at least 2 people staying at a           

specific table!  
If there is a lot of people, you can have a table of 5              

people and make the looser go in the opposite         
direction 

Change the rules depending on the desired outcome        
- more focus on the hierarchy of the values x more           
focus on the rules. 

It’s a good idea to print/copy the cards. 
 
 

 
 

  



OFF - LINE: CONNECTED 
Target group: Active population (20-40 y.o.) in (high level) sports. 
 
Material: 

● Chalk / Tape 
● Cones 
● Coloured paper, balls or rag 
● Markers 
● Notebook 

Space: Preferably a roofed space with 8 by 12 metres surface. 
 
Roles – Sharing of tasks: 

● Time keeper 
● Speaker energizer 
● Speaker main exercises 
● Speaker debriefing and evaluation (two ppl) 

Timing: 
Entire session should take about 50 minutes. 

T 5’: introduction 
T 10’: energizer 
T 20’: #game 
T 30’: running game 
T 40’‘: group meditation-breathing exercise 
T 50’‘: debriefing – evaluation 
 

Brain starter/Energizer : Target 
 
Connect both hemispheres. 
Preparation: 
Let the participants sit in making a circle, so that everybody can see the facilitator. 

1) Finger Ladder 
Place the left thumb and right forefinger together while          
the left forefinger touches the right thumb. Pivot them         
back and forth like the "itsy bitsy spider." (Song) 

2)  Slap, Knock, Smash! 
Place your hands on your knee. Then you go slap,           
knock, smash with both hands together, but always one         
of them is one step forward (L: Slap, Knock, Smash R:           
Knock, Smash, Slap) 

● Slap: Place your palm on your knee 
● Knock: Knock with your fist on the knee 
● Smash: Smash softly your knee with pinkie side of         

your fist 
 
 



3)  Hemi-dance 
Sit-down and pace your arms on your lap. Then lift your left arm and right leg in to the                    
air in same time while the opposite limbs are totally loose. Place them back and repeat                
it in the opposite way. Try to synchronize the movement of the limbs. 

4)  Octopus moves 
This one is a team activity. Stand-up and make circle.           
Each of participants is giving a command to limbs         
one after another. Starting with left arm through right         
arm, left leg to right leg. When every limb has her           
own command, the fifth person is changing the first         
one. Continuing to the end of the circle. 

 
First Game: ‘Corner Winner’  
Preparation: Make 5 teams of three persons each group 
Goal: 

When the judge blow the whistle, every team holding have to run while holding hands,               
without getting apart from each other, to a corner. There would always a team that               
should loose, so they would have to go to the center and wait for the whistle to start                  
again. 

The teams should run always joining hands. 
Objective: 

The union of the team/group. Team coordination and preparing the same goals in             
teamwork and effort. 

 
Second Game: ‘Three on line’ 
Preparation: Make 2 teams with all participants 
Goal: 
Put three stones in a line. The first team to do it 10 times              
wins. 
Going only one participant each time, he has to run and put /             
or move one stone, than, return and slap in the hand of team             
mate so he/she could run and do the same, until one team put             
three stones on line in a hashtag draw in the ground Every            
time one team succeed to put the three stones in a line the             
game would start again. 
Objective: 

The union of the team/group. Team coordination and speed of thinking, knowing that             
each one will do their best for the team, in a individual effort. 

 
Group meditation 
Timing: 10-15 minutes. Closing session. 
Materials: watch /timekeeper 

The objective behind the group meditation is to close the session with a calm activity that                
reinforces the group spirit. They are asked to bring awarenesses to the present and              
feel the presence of the group as a whole. 

 



Steps: 
● Ask the group to make a circle and preferably hold hands. 
● Ask the group to close their eyes and ask for full attention. 
● Let the group know that they are starting a meditation together and start guiding them               

through the mediation. 
 

Important:  
It's important to let the group know and feel that it's okay to laugh, feel whatever they are                  

feeling, that this is normal… laughter will happen! Continue with the mediation. Using a              
calm clear and sufficient loud voice will help the participants to focus on what they are                
experiencing in that moment. 

 
Start the mediation: 

● Close your eyes. Take a moment to be in the presence.           
Focus on your breathing (pause). 

● What are you hearing? 
● What are you feeling? Maybe you can feel the wind? 
● Take a moment to use your senses. Breathe. (Pause) 
● Feel the presence of the participants who surround you.         

Now, still with your eyes closed, start walking slowly         
towards the center of the circle. Step by step. Now stop           
(when the group is close together). 

● Take a moment to be present. What makes you happy?          
What are your objectives in life? What are your objectives          
in your team? Feel the presence of your group members          
how they surround and support you. You are supported in          
the group. 

● Slowly lift your hands to the sky, still keeping them          
intertwined. (When completely up:) whenever your ready       
open your eyes. 

 
Tips for facilitators: 

● Try not to be distracted from the reaction of the group participants. Very often people               
instinctively don't know how to behave in these situations and therefore will start to              
laugh, make comments, If they are not disturbing let it happen. Reinforce the calmness              
in your voice. Feel confident. 

● Try to speak loud and clear. It's important that people can hear your voice, as you are                 
leading them. 

● Go with the group flow. The words written in the mediation text don't have to be repeated                 
perfectly. Main importance is to follow the group dynamic and the build up of the               
mediation exercise. 

● Thank your group participants! For their participation and effort to be present in the              
moment. 

 
Debriefing : 

Explanation of the exercises during the session. 



#game and ‘running game’: teambuilding, team effort, reading your partner, socialising,           
communication. 

During these exercises we wanted to confront you with the importance of            
communication, understanding your partners and group trust. 

Sports, though offering a means for de stressing, can by itself also bring stress. This can                
originate from misunderstanding, not understanding others, not being able to make           
yourself understood. 

This is why communication is key. It allows us to understand others and ourselves. 
But to communicate, you need to be sound of mind. If you bring stress or frustration with                 

you, you are doomed to fail and will be misunderstood. 
 
Tips for facilitators : 

● Safety first. Make sure that the surface, place and all support tools are safe enough for                
all performing activities. 

● Find yourself confident in all games and exercises. 
● Work with a group, but give attention to individuals. 
● You better prepare whole field with time in advance. 
● Always have a “Plan B”. Prepare extra activity, in case a group founds one of the games                 

boring. 
 
Evaluation: Evaluation of the session as a whole. 
 
 

 

  



THE COMPONENTS OF FITNESS  
Topic: fitness through sports based exercise. 
Timing: 30-40 minutes. 
Objectives:  

To raise teach people the small components that go         
into planning an exercise, such as taking into        
consideration the environment, clothing and injuries. 

Materials:  
4-5 A3 paper, designed with a few sports such as yoga,           

running, cycling and exercise in general.  
Tasks:  

Get everyone to partner up, (pairs of 2) and perform          
yoga poses. To implement the topic and keep the         
people energised. 

Space used: a simple room, with enough space for everyone          
to sit comfortably. 

Tips for Facilitators:  
Make sure to monitor everyone when commencing in        

the exercise of choice as mistakes can easily be         
done. Ideally unless qualified just look up guidelines        
on a reputable website, to feel more comfortable to         
explain. 

 
 

 

HOW WOULD YOU DEFINE SPORT?” 
 
Time: 1 hour. 
 
Students introduction:  

Everybody stands in a circle, one participant will        
be given a small ball, she/he will be the first to           
say his/her name, favorite sport and favorite club,        
once finished she/he will pass the ball to another         
participant and so on, until all the participants will         
have introduced themselves. (staff involved in the       
activity). 

Time:  10 minutes. 
Materials: ball. 

 
 
 
 



Questionnaires delivery:  
Brief presentation of the research activities, just a few words. participants will be             

requested to fill the questionnaires. All the printed questionnaires filled will be collected             
immediately by the person in charge. 

Time: 10 minutes. 
Materials: printed version of the questionnaires, envelops, pens. 

 
Introduction:  

Introduction to the topic, three simple questions to understand the group and make an              
assessment of their knowledge and active participation: What is sports to you? What             
words come to your mind if you think about sport? What does sport teach beside               
competition? The participants will be shown with the projector a list of particular and not               
so common sports, they will be asked if they know the activity represented and if it                
could be defined as a sport according to them. The participants will be divided in               
groups formed by 4/5 people, some materials such as pens, flipcharts, markers, glue,             
newspapers, stickers, scissors, etc. will be given to them: working in a team they have               
to represent in a creative way what is sport to them creating a flipchart: they could                
draw, make a collage taking words, pictures and photos from the newspapers or writing              
words. After finishing every group will briefly present to the rest of the class the flip                
chart created during the activity.  

 
Conclusion of the session with a definition of sport:  
Definition of sport:  

“All forms of competitive physical activity or games which, through casual or organised             
participation, aim to use, maintain or improve physical ability and skills while providing             
enjoyment to participants, and in some cases, entertainment for spectators.” 

  Time: 35 minutes. 
Materials: projector, laptop, flipcharts, list of sport, photos of the sports in the list, markers,               
newspapers, glue, pens, scissors. 

 
Final evaluation:  

The participants will be requested to evaluate the workshop using a specific tool (“Pizza”              
or others). 

Time: 5 minutes. 
Materials: evaluating tool. 

  



THANK YOU


